Twombly, Iqbal And The Prisoner’s Pleading Dilemma

Law360, New York (October 20, 2009) -- Rule 8 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure requires that a complaint contain a “short and plain statement of the claim showing that the pleader is entitled to relief.”[1] But does it?

In its May 2007 decision in Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly,[2] the U.S. Supreme Court gutted 50 years of established legal precedent and judicially amended Rule 8’s “short and plain” requirement.

Twombly expressly overruled the oft-quoted language from the 1957 decision in Conley v. Gibson that no complaint should be dismissed for failing to properly state a claim “unless it appears beyond doubt that the plaintiff can prove no set of facts in support of his claim which would entitle him to relief.”[3]

Believing that this phrase allows any conclusory statement of a claim that might theoretically find support from undisclosed facts, the court declared that the Conley language had “earned its retirement.”[4]

In its place, the court articulated a “plausibility standard — a requirement that pleaders allege enough facts to raise their claims beyond the level of speculation, thus “nudg[ing] them across the line from conceivable to plausible.”[5]

Two years later, in Ashcroft v. Iqbal,[6] the court further complicated Rule 8’s pleading requirements by creating a muddled two-step process to assess plausibility.

First, the court’s opinion directs that “all factual [nonconclusory] allegations contained in a complaint” must be accepted as true.[7] Next, a court must determine whether those well plead factual allegations plausibly give rise to entitlement of relief.”[8]

This analytic process, the court explained, “[is] a context specific task that require[s] the reviewing court to draw on its judicial experience and common sense.”
In combination, Twombly and Iqbal have generated greater confusion than guidance. District courts have interpreted the Twombly/Iqbal principles as obligating a pleader to state a claim somewhere in a continuum between a short and plain statement and a detailed tome comparable to that required in matters of fraud.

To differing degrees in different courts, a plaintiff must now not only allege a theory and claim that is plausible, but also include, with an undefined modicum of particularity, the “sufficient” underlying facts supporting both the plausibility of the theory and the reality of the conduct.

Iqbal’s dissenting justices warned that “this response bespeaks a fundamental misunderstanding of the enquiry that Twombly demands. Twombly does not require a court at the motion-to-dismiss stage to consider whether the factual allegations are probably true.’[9]

To the contrary, the dissenters note, “a well pleaded complaint [under Twombly] may proceed even if it strikes a savvy judge that actual proof of the facts alleged is improbable.”[10]

Only when the allegations “are sufficiently fantastic to defy reality”[11] should a court dismiss an otherwise well-pled complaint. Scenarios fitting this narrow exception, they wrote, would include “claims about little green men, or the plaintiff’s recent trip to Pluto, or experiences in time travel.”[12]

However, as the majority in Twombly had stated, "It is no answer to say that a claim just shy of a plausible entitlement to relief can, if groundless, be weeded out early in the discovery process through “careful case management,”…given the common lament that the success of judicial supervision in checking discovery abuse has been on the modest side.”[13]

The key to the majority opinion may lie in the definition of “groundless” which could equate to little green men or interplanetary travel. To date, however, that phrase remains undefined.

Scholars have predicted the negative effects of Twombly and Iqbal.

Some have warned that “[a]pplying a restrictive pleading standard transsubstantively will surely result in fewer meritorious cases filed, more meritorious cases dismissed, and less unlawful conduct redressed, particularly for cases in which a less restrictive standard could achieve a better balance between efficiency and justice.”[14]

Likewise, others have written that “[t]he Supreme Court’s general disapproval of Conley sweeps far too wide,” and that “[d]iscovery should only be denied when the plausible inferences that can be drawn from the complaint and publicly available evidence clearly imply further discovery is of little value.”[15]
Antitrust decisions interpreting Twombly and Iqbal have been highly disparate. Antitrust decisions (and Twombly was an antitrust case) provide a useful example.

After Twombly, many courts, while recognizing that the “no set of facts” approach in Conley was gone, viewed notice pleading under Rule 8 as alive and well, distinguishing Twombly as a case involving little more than conscious parallelism.[16]

After Twombly and/or Iqbal, several district courts have upheld complaints alleging multiyear conspiracies with many actors, albeit complaints with more factual details than found in either of the two Supreme Court decisions.[17]

The Ninth Circuit said recently, in a non-antitrust context, that Iqbal, effectuated no sea change in the law. Al-Kidd v.Ashcroft, No. 06-36059, 2009 WL 2836448 at *11 (9th Cir. Sept. 4, 2009).

As the same court noted, “[b]ut Twombly and Iqbal do not require that the complaint include all facts necessary to carry the plaintiff’s burden. ‘Asking for plausible grounds to infer’ the existence of a claim for relief ‘does not impose a probability requirement at the pleading stage; it simply calls for enough fact to raise a reasonable expectation that discovery will reveal evidence’ to prove that claim.” Id. at *24 (quoting Twombly, 550 U.S. at 556).

On the other hand, many federal courts, in decisions rendered after Twombly and/or Iqbal, have taken a hard line and dismissed numerous antitrust conspiracy complaints containing more detailed factual averments.[18]

Dissenting from the Sixth Circuit’s opinion in Travel Agent, where dismissal of an antitrust conspiracy complaint was upheld, Judge Merritt stated, “district court judges across the country have dismissed a large majority of Sherman Act claims on the pleadings misinterpreting the standards from Twombly and Iqbal, thereby slowly eviscerating antitrust enforcement under the Sherman Act.”[19]

The dissent in Travel Agent illustrates how the standards set forth in Twombly and Iqbal are extremely vexing in the context of antitrust price-fixing conspiracies.

Although recognized by the Supreme Court as “the supreme evil of competition,”[20] price-fixing conspiracies are self-concealing by nature and difficult if not impossible to disclose at the initial pleading stage.[21]

Facts evidencing the nature, scope, and duration of the conspiracies are only known or knowable if there is access to inside information which otherwise is not obtainable except through formal discovery or through a public disclosure (e.g., investigative reporting or governmental indictment) of otherwise private information.
This “information asymmetry,” undermines the Twombly assumption that the plausibility standard only will bar cases that have no “reasonably founded hope” of revealing relevant evidence” in discovery.[22]

On the contrary, the twin principles of Twombly and Iqbal have created the most bizarre results.

As Judge Merritt has commented, “[t]he uniformity needed for the rule of law and equal justice to prevail is lacking. This irregularity may be attributed to the desire of some courts, like my colleagues here, to use the pleading rules to keep the market unregulated, while others refuse to use the pleading rules as a cover for knocking out antitrust claims.”[23]

Defendants in alleged price-fixing cartels have routinely sought refuge in the plausibility morass of Twombly and Iqbal.

In situations, for example, where the government opens an investigation because it has received information indicating a reasonable basis to believe that an antitrust violation may have been committed, courts have dismissed private civil suits for failure to allege conspiratorial conduct with plausible specificity.[24]

Even where there have been guilty pleas, defendants have moved to dismiss civil complaints for failure to state a plausible claim.

In In re Air Cargo Antitrust Litigation, [25] seven major defendants were criminally indicted and pled guilty for their participation in a global conspiracy to fix prices in air cargo rates. Notwithstanding their indictments and subsequent guilty pleas, all seven moved to dismiss the civil complaint for failure to state a plausible claim.

The magistrate judge recommended dismissal on the grounds that the plaintiffs’ claims are “insufficient to raise a plausible inference of an agreement.”[26] Nearly a year later, the district judge reversed this portion of the Magistrate Judge’s opinion, finding that with now 15 guilty pleas, plausibility was established.[27]

The guilty plea scenario is particularly troubling. In those situations in which a company has acknowledged guilt by receiving conditional leniency in the U.S. Department of Justice’s leniency program, or actually pled to participation in a felonious conspiracy, a civil complaint should not be dismissible as being implausible in theory or fact.

Where criminal conduct has been admitted by plea or acknowledgement, no civil complaint consistent with the plea or acknowledgement should be foreclosed before the plaintiff has the opportunity to discover the information that would fill the gaps of absent details.
The irony is compounded by the fact that the necessary details for a civil pleading following a criminal plea, for example, are under the control of the public enforcement agency.

Whether by plea or amnesty, the government, pursuant to its investigatory authority, has possession of the essential information relating to the conspiracies. In order to protect the prosecutorial process, however, the agencies routinely deny access to the material until completion of their investigations or trials.[28]

Civil plaintiffs are thus required to plead details from which they are foreclosed by reason of claimed prosecutorial necessity or the inherently covert nature of the conspiracy.

In the end, either the Supreme Court or Congress must acknowledge the frequent injustices being caused by the Twombly and Iqbal plausibility standard — especially in cases involving guilty plea and amnesty applicant antitrust defendants.

Otherwise, “fewer meritorious cases will be filed, more meritorious cases will be dismissed, and less unlawful conduct will be redressed ...”[29]
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